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here we have downloaded Gujarat-no-itihas in pdf format, a note, a book,
like all the Academy - a worldwide mailbox, ice Rajkot, Ishwar Padvi,
Svoboda and other materials. ... And in our pocket was a ticket that saw the
light only on paper, a small piece of old wrapping paper, sweetened in a way
that only scribes can. The oldest of them were called Vaishnavas, and they
were Vestas. The Vestas were powerful women, they were equally good at
dancing and javelin throwing, and they were full of courage. But they lived
in a castle, and it was the time of the Elders, they kept the ancient laws, but
they were not in control of Time, and time was already rushing so fast that
the Leaves on the trees became huge. Ultimately, the Vestas defeated the
Elders and began to rule the world. They enthroned the King of Jaipur, but
then set out to conquer the south.A hundred years passed, and at a feast in
the castle of Vesta they met the one with whom they were to share a bed.
She was the daughter of a king, but the Vesta decided to get her hand by
force. But in the end, they had to give up and bow their heads. The Queen
of Jaipur agreed to give herself to them for a time until spring gave way to
winter. They chose this night and their son, Bajravarman, went to the forest
for sweet fruits. But that night the rain was heavier than usual, and the fruit
became sweet. Bajrahma found the palace, listened to how quietly his
mother was sleeping, touched her hair. He kissed her on the cheek and left
the palace. Bajravatha, a tall boy with curls the color of ripe wheat, was
walking through the forest and found Vesta's palace in an orchard. But from
there came the sounds of bravura dances, and Bajravatan went to them. He
walked along the marble steps and suddenly stopped near a small column
that was carved from white stone, and saw his reflection. He looked towards
the garden where his father played the flute, and he felt so bad that the boy
thought that he would never leave this garden alive, but he heard someone
crying. Then he turned towards the garden and saw a woman, quite a girl, in
whose arms lay a child. Seeing Bajratah, she sobbed even harder. - What's
up
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